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MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF JORDAN
IN THE COUNTY OF SCOTT
JUNE 11, 2019
1.0

CALL TO ORDER
Present: Tom Sand, Jane Bohlman, Jesse Masloski, Bob Bergquist, Jeff Will, Robert
Whipps, Brenda Lieske
Also Present: Lucinda Meyers, Senior Planner, Nathan Fuerst, Planner/Economic
Development Specialist, Lauren Walburg, Planning Intern, Megan Pavek, Planning Intern
Meeting called to order at 6:28pm

2.0

ADOPT AGENDA
Motion by Bohlman, second Bergquist to adopt the agenda as presented. Vote all ayes.
Motion carried.

3.0

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. May 14, 2019
Motion by Masloski, second Whipps to approve the meeting minutes as presented.
Vote all ayes. Motion carried.

4.0

NEW BUSINESS
A. Parking Plan for Brewery Complex
Senior Planner Meyers presents Item 4A, parking plan for the brewery complex.
Bohlman asks about the building next door and whether they could use some of those
parking spots. Meyers responds that it would require the owners to come to a joint
parking plan, and that this is an option that could be explored further.
Sand questions if there is still a functioning business operating out of said building.
Applicant, Kochlin states that she is unsure, but also says that when there are big
festivals, everyone parks in their private spots. She states that she could talk to the
owner of that building.
Bohlman asks how many seats the restaurant will hold. Kochlin states that the space
is not very big and therefore the kitchen takes up much of the area. To efficiently
utilize the space most of the business will be takeout. There will only be 4 tables in
the restaurant. Will asks what the square footage is. Masloski helps determine that the
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space is about 20 x 40.
Sand inquires about the concept; will it be a shared space? Kochlin states she will run
the coffee shop in the morning and then it will switch to a restaurant for the remainder
of the day. Sand inquires on whether the business will be open every day. Kochlin
responds that it will be. Sand states that it is a needed amenity. Kochlin states it is too
bad not to do the drive-through, but the space was just not there.
Lieske asks whether the gravel lot complies with the City code.
Meyers states that the lot is private property and therefore maintained by the property
owner. It is a legal non-conforming use. If the use is expanding, then the City does
have the authority to require the paving of that lot.
Bergquist states that if it is not marked, people will park incorrectly. Sand inquires
about whether the applicant has considered this issue. Kochlin states that paving is
expensive, but she is thinking about perhaps doing posts or using a different
alternative. Bergquist inquires about handicap spaces. Kochlin states that there is one
handicap space on site.
Meyers states that the circulation proposed for the site is entering off of Highway 21,
and exiting onto Mill Street. The stalls would need to be angled to allow for the drive
lane behind it. Signage would be absolutely necessary to facilitate the traffic flow.
There are a number of recommendations up for consideration.
Meyers asks if the Planning Commission is comfortable with the level of detail
provided in the parking plan.
Whipps states that he would like to see more detail. Since the Church and Terwedo
needed to get interim use permits for their parking lots, it would not be fair to accept
this one. Meyers states that this is a separate subject because in both of those
instances parking was the principal use.
Whipps states that we should require paving and adequate drainage. There is not
adequate drainage on that site which is prone to flooding. Also, we do not know what
is happening with the South House.
Meyers states that MnDOT needs to change their drainage, which is the underlying
issue at that site. MnDOT is planning to do that work soon.
Whipps states that not knowing what is happening with the South House is
problematic because if we approve this plan and leave no parking for the South
House, it could raise a future issue. Will asks if the gentleman that bought the South
House is responsible for his own parking.
Whipps asks if the plan includes the South House.
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Meyers states that we should consider a few conditions for approval, one of the
conditions being in regards to joint parking and the need for covenants that run with
the land. A joint parking arrangement would need to be in place for the three parcels,
which does not include the South House. The only option for the new property owner
is to obtain an easement to use the existing access from Highway 21 across the
Brewery property.
Will inquired that if the easement is granted, where would the parking for the South
House be located? Will it be all on site, or will it be on the neighboring lot. Meyers
responds that we do not know what is going to be on that site.
Whipps states that we would have to spot zone for a residential use, because that is in
the C2.
Will inquires about a garage, and whether there is enough space on the South House
property. Will states that he is combining these topics because the South House may
further complicate the brewery complex parking issue.
Meyers states in either event there are no parking spaces available south of the
brewery complex. If there is an eventual arrangement between the applicant and the
buyer, there will be an easement and perhaps the carving out of parking spaces.
Whipps inquires whether there are easements already in place that the city attorney
has seen. Meyers recommends that easements be drawn up, and that there would need
to be an amendment to the parking plan for any changes.
Whipps states that if this parking plan is approved, and there is not further expansion,
the city is stuck with a gravel lot.
Sand inquires how solid the sale is of the South House. Kochlin states that the house
is closing a week from Friday. Whipps asks whether there is parking required for the
South House currently. Sand says that the new owner needs to figure out parking on
his property. Whipps says that the new owner will need parking on his site, which
will create pressure on this plan.
Bohlman inquires how many stalls the Chinese restaurant requires. Meyers states that
it is the same as the coffee shop because it is a class 3 restaurant. Bohlman states that
there are 42 spaces over on Water Street near that restaurant and they could be
utilized.
Will inquires whether the brewery complex is considered downtown, and whether it
is treated the same as downtown businesses. Meyers states that this is unique because
this parcel is not in the downtown, and near Mill Street which is a residential area,
and Broadway Street which provides no parking in front of the business. Will states
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that if we compare this business to the arcade, the brewery complex actually has more
parking.
Sand states that he has the same concern that the parking lot will always be gravel. He
wants that condition in writing. The parking spaces will work themselves out, but the
condition to pave needs to be addressed. Will asks who else has a paved lot. Meyers
states the City, St. Johns, and the Post Office.
Sand states that it should be our goal to have all lots paved. Meyers inquires about the
preferred time frame for this to occur. Sand states that two years would make sense to
be in line with the other Interim Use Permits.
Meyers states that we need to determine if we are satisfied with the detail provided in
this application.
Whipps states we need to have the engineer and the city attorney look at the plan.
There are still a lot of questions about MnDOT, the South House, and other related
factors. Whipps states this plan is going to come back to the commission because
there are so many questions. Whipps suggests tabling the issue and reassessing it after
we have more answers.
Meyers states that perhaps we could wait until MnDOT provides their feedback
Whipps states that easements should also be drafted and reviewed by the city
attorney.
Meyers states that we could wait for MnDOT to respond because the property owner
will likely need permission from MnDOT for signage. The concern would be that
MnDOT could have issues with the parking plan.
Lieske inquires why we are trying to solve all of these issues and perhaps we should
just see what MnDOT says.
Kochlin states that she is concerned about opening the coffee shop, and that she was
planning to open soon and would be open to not providing parking on site if
necessary.
Sand inquires whether we need a motion.
Whipps inquires about the city engineer recommendation.
Meyers states that the city engineer needs something produced by an engineer to
review the plan.
Kochlin states that we should just go off the 401 building and whether that would be
an option. Meyers states that it would need a parking plan and would then come back
to the Planning Commission in July.
Meyers discusses the conditions in the staff report.
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Meyers states that the seventh condition would be that the entire lot is improved to
city code standards within 2 years of approving the parking plan.
Sand asks what is not addressed in the conditions.
Whipps states that he is not an engineer, but if the engineer states that he needs more
detail to assess the plan we should honor that request. He states he is less worried
about MnDOT.
Bergquist states that there are a lot of unanswered questions.
Sand states that the question is with the seven provisions, and asks whether anyone
would like to make a motion with the seven conditions.
Will states that he would like to make a motion, but would like to double-check the
information.
Masloski states that he would not like to see parking on Mill Street because it is so
narrow. Whipps inquires whether that street has parking restrictions in the winter.
Will states that he does not think it does because those houses do not have off street
parking.
Whipps states that he has concerns about the snow ordinance and also having no
parking for the residents that live there. Meyers responds that if there was signage
that suggested parking on Broadway, it could help prevent Mill Street parking.
Kochlin states that she will do whatever is necessary.
Bergquist states that this is primarily carry-out, so perhaps having less parking spaces
will not be an issue because vehicles will not be there for an extended period of time.
Whipps states that the applicant still needs approval from MnDOT, and asks whether
that is realistic to receive in a month. Meyers states that she does not need approval
from MnDOT for the parking plan, only for the signage that would need to be located
in MnDOT right-of-way.
Motion Lieske, second Bergquist to accept parking plan with the six contingencies in
the staff report, and the additional condition that the parking lot be paved within 2
years per city code. Vote all ayes. Motion carried.
5.0

OLD BUSINESS
A. Signage Discussion
Planner/Economic Development Specialist Fuerst presents item regarding signage
discussion and specifically signs painted on buildings. Planner Fuerst reviews the
background of previous planning commission meetings, the discussion had up to this
point, and the current code language. Planner Fuerst discusses example language and
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options that could help to regulate these types of signs. Staff is looking for guidance
regarding what the language should be.
Whipps states that he would like the commission to think about tabling permits until
we come to a resolution on this issue. It does not need to be a formal moratorium.
Lieske states that she likes the clarity of the maintenance language that Planner Fuerst
presented.
Whipps states that he would like the code to include language about old signs painted
over with the same color, or sandblasting. The city should move away from gray
blocks painted over signs.
Masloski states that language should require removal of paint and not specify
sandblasting.
Bohlman inquires about the difference between commercial and non-commercial
speech. Whipps states that the Pickled Pig is commercial, not a mural.
Fuerst inquires whether staff should look into code language that prohibits painted
signs, or code language that explores maintenance.
Sand states that he likes painted signs, so perhaps maintenance. He suggests looking
at limiting painted signs to the C2.
Fuerst states that currently murals are allowed in all districts, so we could look at
limits and also limits on commercial or non-commercial speech.
Whipps states that we have historic brick buildings that should be preserved, but if
there are no limits we could have every building painted in the downtown. There is a
concern about enforcing maintenance on painted signs and preserving the aesthetic of
the downtown area.
Whipps states that another concern is the percentage of the facade that is allowed to
be signage.
Lieske inquires about the direction staff is looking for. Fuerst clarifies that staff is
looking for direction on maintenance versus prohibiting wall signs for code
language.
Sand states that we allowed the Pickled Pig and the Winery to have painted signs
recently, and Pekarna's is grandfathered in.
Will states that the concern is that we should not put a mechanism in place to penalize
owners of painted signs if they are maintaining them. Sand states that existing painted
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signs would be grandfathered in. Will states that if there is a change of use, the sign
would need to be painted, but not for a change of ownership.
Bohlman states that if someone bought the Pickled Pig, they would likely not keep
the sign. Whipps states that they would if the name stayed the same and many new
owners choose to keep the same name. There is concern that the number of painted
signs would increase and conflict with the goals of the downtown master plan. These
goals focus on preserving the downtown and the historic buildings.
Bergquist stated that in the photos at the history center there are painted signs on the
buildings, so this is a part of historic Jordan.
Sand said that we need to decide what direction to go, whether we should allow
painted signs and put conditions on them or not allow painted signs.
Whipps states that we could do a CUP and set whatever conditions we want on that
CUP.
Will states that obsolete signs should be addressed with language other than code
enforcement through the zoning administrator.
Masloski states that if we could have a review of painted signs the CUP would be a
good idea.
Fuerst states that the staff will look into allowance of painted signs with a CUP,
language about removal and perhaps limiting painted signs to commercial areas.
Whipps also states that the color palette should be addressed in future discussion and
how it applies to painted signs and asks whether we should be more stringent.
6.0

PLANNERS REPORT
A. General Updates
Meyers states that Caribou Coffee plan has received approval. The CDA application
is in the process of development agreement and development review. The application
will then go to the City Council. The Pickled Pig received EDA funds for facade
improvement. Sand inquires about the color. Meyers states that it will be a burnt red,
and will match the color palette. Meyers introduces Nathan and Megan. Goodbye to
Lauren
B. Next Meeting- July 9, 2019

7.0

CITY COUNCIL MEMBER UPDATE
Whipps states that it is exciting that there is potentially a buyer for the South House and
that we should be prepared for the new buyer to come to the Planning Commission
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8.0

COMMISSION MEMBER REPORT
Lieske inquires about the Pieper property, and whether it is being developed.
Meyers states that the city does not have any applications at this time.
Lieske states that there is a large demographic looking for single-level homes which
would help to keep people in Jordan.
Bergquist discusses the recent class he attended for planning commissioners and states
that the information from staff was more informative than the class. It is helpful to have
the verbiage.

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
Motion by Whipps, second by Masloski to adjourn at 8:26pm.

______________________________
Tanya Velishek, Mayor

ATTEST:

______________________________
Tom Nikunen
City Administrator

